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Blewbury Air, written in the summer of 2019, is a love song to the village of Blewbury, 
Oxfordshire, where I have lived for many years. Our house is on a small lake in the heart 
of the village, and is teeming with wildlife throughout the year, especially different 
species of waterfowl. The descriptive titles of the three movements reflect the contrasting 
moods of each movement. Blewbury Air was first performed by Raphael Wallfisch and 
Adrian Farmer and recorded in the Wyastone Concert Hall on June 5th 2020 during the 
COVID19 pandemic. Being the first time the musicians had been able to play together for 
months during the lockdown, it was a very special day of music-making for me, the 
performers, and the technical staff at Nimbus Records, to whom I am most grateful.

I – By The Water’s Edge  4.12
The first movement is in rondo form with transformations and developments of each of 
the  three themes each time they recur. An expansive 6/8 cello melody is accompanied 
by piano  arpeggiandi that change enharmonically almost every beat, creating a sense of 
a rippling  tonality and non-functional, shifting harmony.  After the piano re-iterates the 
main theme with the cello playing an exuberant counter-melody, a soft second motif is 
heard in the cello. The piano now plays in duple rather than triple time. Both themes 
undergo extensive transformations and developments until the closing climactic bars in 
which they combine.



II – Incantation With Bells 4.57
The movement opens with a wistful, pentatonic cello theme marked  "freely”. It is 
answered by widely spaced piano chords in irregular triplet rhythm, like the random 
ringing of soft bells. The journey of the movement is from freely-played material, in which 
cello and piano appear to operate independently of each other, to clearly-defined rhythm, 
in which both  instruments come together and the piano's soft, bell-like texture becomes 
a series of pounding  chords marked "like great bells." As the soft, opening theme returns 
the cello plays delicate, high artificial harmonics as the soft, bell-like texture concludes 
the movement. 

III – The Wind In The Branches 2.57
The piano begins with a fiery, swirling 6/8 Vivace texture, made up of whole-tone scale 
patterns.  The cello introduces a contrasting theme characterised by repeated 
semiquavers, featuring an interplay between triple and duple time. At each iteration of 
these two themes they appear in extended forms, expanded rhythmically and 
intervalically. Over the swirling piano theme the cello introduces a lyrical counter-
melody and it is this that prevails as the movement  drives to its dynamic conclusion.  
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In Our Time were all subjects of television documentaries and have been frequently 
broadcast and performed around the world. In 2014 The Great Animal Orchestra was 
premiered to great acclaim at the Cheltenham Festival and broadcast live on BBC Radio 
3 before being successfully released on Nimbus Records. Multiple performances followed 
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for 2019/2020. 
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Emily Pailthorpe, oboe
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Brabbins
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The title of the single-movement quarter-hour oboe concerto that is The Better Angels of Our 
Nature is taken from a speech of reconciliation by Abraham Lincoln. The highly adept writing 
for strings has a fittingly American breath - rather reminiscent of Roy Harris at his outdoors best. 
It is a searing work although the oboe - here played by Emily Pailthorpe - redeems it with 
dancing urgency and with hushed majesty. The music of Goodfellow found its inspiration in 
the Puck of Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream. It's in two movements with the first a 
predominantly romping Stravinskian rush recalling the Petrushka pulse of the first movement of 
the Violin Concerto. The slightly more static introspection of the second gives way to a more 
temperate leaf-green and magical fancy but the piece ends with a return to the rhythmic virility 
of the earlier movement. There are full and useful notes from the composer. Blackford’s 
emotionally fluent music has depths as well as accessible oratory. It is well served here both in 
performance and engineering terms. Rob Barnett, MusicWeb-International
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